FIRST 1936 KNITWEAR PRESSEATION!

Now you can take up your needles and knit yourself the newest, lightest and fleeciest Continental jumper for Autumn and early Winter wear.

If, in our desire to give comprehensive service to 1936 knitting enthusiasts, we made early arrangements with our overseas fashion experts to secure for us the smartest designs reigning in the world's fashion centres: New York, Vienna, Paris, London.

Of their collection, as a considerate one, and each issue of The Australian Women's Weekly will contain one or more of these versatile models—something to look forward to.

We present everything entirely new with the exception of a few designs. The latter is unusual, and not difficult to do.

Knitting-day regard A.I. as the first mention, so be careful that we give the correct diagram of the garment which by a number first.

This is the first appearance of our new terminology which is used to replace the familiar word 'founder' and is intended to be used throughout

As well as the diagrams we give short keys to accompany them. These short, concise accompanying keys will be found quite sufficient.

Key to Stitch-Chart

Knit

Flap (lower thread is in front of right needle) instead of making slip stitch

Division sign: Work 2 stitches

Diagrams measurements are given for 36-inch bust—these may be adapted to an individual size with ease. Simply add or subtract the necessary number of stitches to the pattern to correspond-

number of stitches in the work. The clever stitch chart will also be appreciated by knitting enthusiasts.
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